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  CHAPTER 7   CHAPTER 7 

 Interview Setups 

  As you have probably gathered, my goal in this book is not only to introduce 
you to every aspect of lighting, but to help you understand the “why” behind 
the “how.” The lighting director who understands the “why” will be able to do 
more creative work than someone who is simply working from formulas and 
diagrams. But I also realize that not everyone wants to become a master of the 
photon; many just want to be able to shoot competent video. In the workshops I 
have done across the country, I invariably have someone in attendance who just 
wants some diagrams and instructions on how to make them work. Well, cheer 
up, this chapter is for you! 

   The most common need for almost any video shooter is the basic interview 
setup. It’s the core of documentary work, of legal videography, industrials, 
news, and so on. So here I will spell out some basic formulas for lighting inter-
views professionally and effectively, building on the techniques outlined in the 
last chapter. Except here, rather than just outlining the concept, we’ll diagram 
some very specifi c approaches that you can duplicate in many situations. These 
setups will allow you to create professional-looking interviews in a number of 
real-world circumstances. 

  BASIC THREE-POINT INTERVIEW SETUP 
 We’ll start off with the basic three-point lighting setup. This is usually a key light, 
a fi ll light, and a backlight. In the “standard formula” for television, the key and 
backlights usually have equal power, and the fi ll light is about half the power of 
the other two. So in  Figure 7.1 , the three lights could be two 650-watt fresnels 
with a 300-watt fresnel, or two 1-K open-faced lights (such as the Lowel DP) 
with a 500-watt open-faced light (such as the Lowel Omni).      

 All lights should be set on fl ood rather than spot. Use the fi ll light to illumi-
nate the background and use the barn doors on the key light to keep the beam 
off the background; this is especially necessary when the walls are white or 
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 near-white. Use the barn doors on the backlight to make sure the light does not 
directly hit the glass lens of the camera, for this will create lens fl ares. 

 What problems will you fi nd in the real world with this setup? First, it takes 
a fair amount of space. Although it will work in a large executive offi ce, you’ll 
fi nd it tough to use in a cramped space. A variation is to use a lower power 
backlight, matching the fi ll. In many cases, this will look more natural. The 
strong backlight has an artifi cial “TV Studio” look.      

 Now, let me tackle the Frequently Asked Questions that always come up:

    FAQ #1: How do I decide what power of lights to use?  The answer 
depends on what you’ve got in your lighting kit and how hot your sub-
ject can stand to be. Once you pass a low level of lighting that allows you 
to expose the scene on your camera without using any gain, you’ve got 
“enough” light. What’s important from that point on is not the power, 
but the  balance  between the lights. Two 650s and a 300 will look about 
the same as two 2 Ks and a 1 K; you’ll just expose it differently.  This is an 
important concept to grasp!   

   FAQ #2: How far away should the lights be from the subject?  This also 
depends—on the size of the room, on the power of the lights, and so 
on. In the illustration shown here ( Figure 7.2 ), the lights were all about 
8 feet from the subject, but you may not have that much room. How far 

 FIGURE 7.1   
The basic three-point lighting 
setup for an interview. In this 
case, the key light is on the 
same side of the shot as the 
camera. This is known as an 
“onside” key, or “lighting from 
the camera side.”   

Fill Light
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Back Light
(Kicker)

50%�100% of Key

Basic Three-Point
Interview Setup
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the lights are from the subject changes the angle of the light beam and 
thus affects how high the lights are—and so we pass to FAQ #3.      

     FAQ #3: How high should the lights be?  Again, this depends. Are you 
in an offi ce with a 7-1/2 foot drop ceiling? Obviously, the lights can’t 
be 8 feet high! The height and distance from the subject work together 
to create the angle for light falling on the subject’s face. Remember 
 Figure 6.8  in the last chapter? We want the key light to be at about 1:30 
to 2:30 on an imaginary clock face. The light should be shining into 
the subject’s face, illuminating the eyes, and not casting too annoying a 
shadow from the nose.         

    FAQ #4: I don’t get the clock face. How do I set the height and angle 
of the key light?  Okay, here’s another way to do it. As you move the 
light around, watch the shadow under the nose. This is technically 
known as the “nose caret.” You want the key light to be high enough 
to cast a bit of a shadow here, but not so high (or so close—they work 
together!) that the shadow falls onto the lips. That would be really 
distracting to the viewer. You want the light off to one side enough that 
this shadow defi nitely falls one way or another, but doesn’t fall on the 
cheek. The nose caret should stay inside the area above the upper lip, 
and inside the lines that run from the sides of the nose to the corners of 

 FIGURE 7.2   
Here the same three-point 
 lighting setup swaps the 
 positions of key and fi ll, creating 
an “offside” key. This is also 
known as “lighting away from 
the camera side.”   
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the mouth ( Figure 7.4 ). These lines, in case you’re interested, are known 
as the nasal-labial folds. You will be tested at the end of the book.  The 
position of the nose caret is particularly important when using hard light, as 
from a fresnel, since the shadows are obvious and are distracting or ugly if 
poorly placed.   

   FAQ #5: How do I decide between using an “offside” or an “onside” key?  
Try both. Decide which you like. Use that. Ain’t no rules here. More seri-
ously, the offside key has a bit more dramatic feel than the more standard 
onside key, so you might pick one over the other depending on the nature 
of the program and interview.  

   FAQ #6: How do I decide between using hard light and soft light?  Again, 
try both. Decide which you like. Use that. Ain’t no rules here. But then 
again, lighting interviews with a softbank is easy, fast, and looks great, so 
see the section on using a softbank. It’s a good idea to pick one common 
lighting style for a specifi c program so that interviews look consistent. 
If some interviews use soft key and others use hard key, they will seem 
visually disjointed as if they came from different sources.  

   FAQ #7: The offi ce is small; I can’t get the backlight right behind the 
subject without seeing the light stand.  Move it off to one side as a 
“kicker.” The kicker should always be placed on the side opposite the 
key light, not on the same side as the key light. Or if you really want that 
“backlight” or “hair light” look, use a boom stand or a scissors clamp 
that will allow you to mount the light from the ceiling.  

   FAQ #8: Do I really have to use a backlight?  If you’re going to tell folks you 
learned from this book, yes, you  have  to use a backlight or kicker. It is far 
more essential than most people realize. Even a low-powered light from the 
rear adds depth and detail; with only frontal lighting, the picture will seem 
fl at, and features in the hair and outfi t will become invisible. If you have to 
lose a light, lose the fi ll and use a refl ector. Don’t lose the backlight!  

 FIGURE 7.3   
The angle of the light is a 
combination of the distance from 
the subject and the height of the 
light. A light that is positioned 
further away must be higher to 
create the same angle.   
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   FAQ #9: What about the background?  Our sample shots here use a black 
backdrop in order to focus entirely on the subject. Usually in an inter-
view you will be in a real room with something behind the subject—
bookcase, wall with picture, and so on. While you want to illuminate the 
background, you don’t want to call attention to it; the attention should 
be on your subject instead. One common practice is to let the fi ll light 
illuminate the background. A more refi ned approach is to use a fourth 
light to cast some sort of pattern on the background. This can be a 
simple open-faced light with a homemade cutout pattern, or it can be a 
Source Four with a GAM pattern.    

   HARD OR SOFT? 
 Now we’ll tackle the whole hard light vs. soft light issue. If you are one of those 
who doesn’t want to become a lighting guru and you just want to learn how to 
set up a good-looking interview, then you should take a look at buying a soft 
light. There are numerous reasons for this recommendation. First, soft lights 
are much more forgiving than hard lights in terms of placement. Second, they 
are fl attering to your subject, something that most folks appreciate. Third, they 
look more natural for most interior interviews. After all, most of the light in our 
homes and offi ces is diffused, not hard. We don’t actually see hard light on faces 
often, with the exception of outdoor sunlight. So there’s a lot to be said for using 
a softbank if you just want to learn a couple of basic setups for your interviews. 

 Now the cons, for of course nothing can be all upside. Most softbanks, or “bag 
lights” are much less convenient to assemble (with one notable exception); fl uo-
rescent banks are bulky and more inconvenient to transport than, say, a few Lowel 
DP lights. LED softbanks are the exception, though the quality of the smaller, more 
easily transportable units is less soft than larger, more cumbersome units. In all, 
however, my judgment is that the downside of using soft lights is far outweighed by 
the advantages. The strength of this recommendation is borne out by the fact that I 
haven’t done an interview without using a softbank as key light for several years. 

 FIGURE 7.4   
The nose caret (shadow) should 
fall somewhere between the 
nasal-labial folds and on the area 
above the upper lip. It should 
never touch the lips themselves, 
and a hard shadow is gener-
ally annoying when cast over 
the cheek. This rule is more 
fl exible with soft lighting, since 
the shadow is less distinct and 
noticeable.   


